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PLUCHES CITY RULES 

To have a genuine and good play, I thought to introduce some little rules. Pluches City it’s a city where 

resources are the same everywhere; this means you won’t find areas more “cool” or “rich” because each 

one contains same things. 

 

1. BUILDINGS 

Every District of Pluches City contains buildings with different functions, both public and private. 

 

1.1 PUBLIC BUILDINGS 

Public buildings are present in equal number in every district and they are composed of: 

 School; 

 Park; 

 Mall; 

 Museum; 

 Fountain; 

 Churche; 

 Stadium; 

 Theatre; 

 Library; 

According to the destination of public building, it can be object of events in which the whole community of 

Pluches City can participate. Events organization in Pluches City is treated inside the chapter related to 

events. 

 

1.2 PRIVATE BUILDINGS 

Private buildings belong to the respective owners that have taken possession of it through application (read 

the specific Section for the various phases of application) and they are composed of: 

 Homes; 

 Shops; 

Every plush can have 1 house and 1 shop (it’s possible to get a further shop, in a different district from that 

where the first one is present). 
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2. BUILDINGS ASSIGNMENT 

PUBLIC BUILDINGS assignment is not possible. They are public domain.  PRIVATE BUILDINGS assignment 

follows some steps: 

 

2.1 HOME ASSIGNMENT 

Plush that wants to get a house in Pluches City must follow the following phases: 

1) Send a DM to @xiongmao.pandafamily account, pointing out the wish to want to have a house in 

Pluches City. 

 

2) @xiongmao.pandafamily account will send a link to Pluches-city website, where the peluche will 

choose his/her home. Here there’s link: 

 

www.pandafamilysite.com/pluches-city 

This is a real time updated website, so the peluche can simply choose a free building (any with 

number), because buidings with pluches images are already token by their owners. 

 

IMPORTANT: buildings for pluches home has numbers, without “S”. 

 

3) Plush can answer (also through DM) pointing out the chosen building listing: 

 Chosen District and Block (es. D3Q1)  

 Building number. 

Pluche will send a close up image of himself/herself to give to @xiongmao.pandafamily the 

opportunity to create an avatar to place on map, on chosen building. 

4) @xiongmao.pandafamily account will create an image in square format with the zone of Pluches 

City where the applicant has gotten the house, that will be sent by DM, together with the address 

of the building and tags of ownership of the building. The plush will have the possibility to post it on 

his/her own profile putting: 

 

 New home tag; 

 Address tag; 

 Link to @xiongmao.pandafamily profile; 

Tag section contains tag list to use. 

 

 

 

http://www.pandafamilysite.com/pluches-city
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2.2 SHOP ASSIGNMENT 

Plush that wants to get a shop in Pluches City must follow the following phases: 

1) To be owner of a home; after home assignment it will be possible to have a shop. 

 

2) Send a DM to @xiongmao.pandafamily account, pointing out the wish to want to have a shop in 

Pluches City. 

 

5) @xiongmao.pandafamily account will send a link to Pluches-city website, where the peluche will 

choose his/her home. Here there’s link: 

 

www.pandafamilysite.com/pluches-city 

This is a real time updated website, so the peluche can simply choose a free building (any with 

number), because buidings with pluches images are already token by their owners. 

 

IMPORTANT: buildings for shops has numbers and “S” [Example: 43(S)] 

 

3) Plush can answer (also through DM) pointing out the chosen building, listing: 

 Chosen District and Block (es. D3Q1).  

 Building number. 

 Shop name. 

Pluche will send a close up image of himself/herself to give to @xiongmao.pandafamily the 

opportunity to create an avatar to place on map, on chosen building. 

4) L’account @xiongmao.pandafamily creerà un’immagine in formato quadrato con la zona di Pluches 

City dove il richiedente ha ottenuto il negozio, che verrà spedita tramite messaggio diretto 

all’interno di Instagram insieme all’indirizzo dell’edificio e i Tag di proprietà dell’edificio stesso. Il 

peluche avrà la possibilità di postarla sul proprio profilo, avendo l’accortezza di indicare: 

 New shop tag; 

 Address tag; 

 Shop name tag (pluche choose this tag) 

 Link to @xiongmao.pandafamily profile; 

Tag section contains tag list to use. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.pandafamilysite.com/pluches-city
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3. TAGS 

Pluches City founds itself on a series of tag which have the function to determine all actions happens. Each 

building, both public and private, possesses a tag; here’s the list of tag used inside various sections. 

3.1 PUBLIC BUILDINGS TAG  

Public buildings tags formed by a part belongs to their position (Districts and Blocks, ex. D1Q1) and a part 

which belongs to the building itself: 

SCHOOL  TAG:  #{District + Block} + SCHOOL  Ex: #D1Q1SCHOOL 

PARK TAG: #{District + Block} + PARK  Ex: #D1Q1PARK 

MALL TAG: #{District + Block} + MALL  Ex: #D1Q1MALL 

MUSEUM TAG: #{District + Block} + MUSEUM   Ex: #D1Q1MUSEUM 

FOUNTAIN TAG: #{District + Block} + FOUNTAIN   Ex: #D1Q1FOUNTAIN 

CHURCH TAG:  #{District + Block} + CHURCH  Ex: #D1Q1CHURCH 

STADIUM TAG: #{District + Block} + STADIUM  Ex: #D1Q1STADIUM 

THEATRE TAG:  #{District + Block} + THEATRE  Ex: #D1Q1THEATRE 

LIBRARY TAG:  #{District + Block} + LIBRARY  Ex: #D1Q1LIBRARY 

 

Above quoted tag were created for main buildings, which don't have a proper name. The use of these tags 

is useful in the cases of meetings among plush, or to point out positions in a determined moment. 

3.2 PRIVATE BUILDINGS TAGS 

Private buildings are treated in a hybrid way; a part is determined by regulation, a part is a free choice of 

the owner. 

 3.2.1 HOUSES 

When a pluche has a new home, he/she needs to use the following tag: 

#mynewpluchehome 

To have an historical trace of all houses. 

Will be also given an address tag, built by 2 parts: one referred to position, one referred to address: 

#{ District + Block } +{address} 

Ex: #D1Q1BiscuitRoad06 

Further tags are related to the possible activities that the plush will want to organize inside the house, for 

example to show some things, or to organize some meetings or still to organize some jobs. In this case the 

owner must point out the presence of an activity using the tag 
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#mypluchehomeactivity 

To have a real time view of activities into Pluches City.. 

Owner is free to add other tags; in this case let it know to @xiongmao.pandafamily account, in order to 

keep an historical trace of activities.  

 

3.2.2 SHOPS 

When a pluche has a new shop, he/she needs to use the following tag: 

#mynewplucheshop 

To have an historical trace of all shops.  

Will be also given an address tag, built by 2 parts: one referred to position, one referred to address: 

#{ District + Block } +{address} 

Ex: #D1Q1BiscuitRoad06 

Shop name Tag is formed by : 

#PCS +{shop chosen name} 

Ex: #PCSbambooparadise 

Where “PCS” means “Pluches City Shop”. Tag about activities is: 

#myplucheshopactivity 

Used each time pluche wants to organize shop activities. 

Owner is free to add other tags; in this case let it know to @xiongmao.pandafamily account, in order to 

keep an historical trace of activities. 

 

 

4. ACTIVITIES 

Activities in Pluches City are free, everybody can do what he/she prefers, with the only caution to make 

known, through the use of tags, the activity to the largest number of community members. Typically, the 

types of activities can be: 

 Offline; 

 Online; 

The difference between the two types of activity is quite simple. The first type is the most common one; 

these are activities, or games, or anything else that the plush organizes, posting images or videos on his/her 
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profile, and waiting for the reaction of the other members, who, as they connect to Instagram, will interact 

with the organizer of the activity, a bit like all the normal comments. 

Online activities provide “real time” activities, at a certain date and time, warning in advance all the other 

members, who can interact in real time with the organizer for the duration of the activity. 

As mentioned in the previous section, tags to use are: 

#mypluchehomeactivity 

#myplucheshopactivity 

All the resti s just owner fantasy! Use all new tags you want!!! Just let @xiongmao.pandafamily profile 

know, to have an historical trace. 

 

5. FUTURE PROJECTS 

Pluches City is constantly expanding; the 4 main districts represent only the beginning of a future evolution 

that will bring Pluches City to enrich itself with new and fantastic places! Get ready for new future 

neighborhoods, trips to the lake or mountain, without forgetting a beach holiday in Pluches City! The 

Instagram peluches community is numerous and full of initiatives! 

Pluches City: different every day! 

 


